1. List the members of your group below. Underline your name.

2. Have you discussed your ideas for a Capstone project with any member of the faculty? If so, indicate the status of your work with that person (e.g., discussing possibilities, advisor-advisee relationship confirmed, draft of proposal in progress, started programming.). If not, indicate possible advisors.

3. Briefly describe your project plans as available at this stage (rough ideas, topics, concrete plan, etc.).
4. What papers or other resources have you consulted for your project?

Identify the three most important resources and write a sentence or two on how it relates to your project.

If you are not yet at that stage, you may mention papers you have read (say, in earlier courses) that you found interesting and may connect to your project. You may also indicate topics you would like to study further for your project.

5. Provide feedback on class discussions on projects below, identifying each project and presenter: